ATTENTION INSTALLERS:

1. ALL REMANUFACTURED CASES SHIPPED FROM PERFECTEMP HAVE THE FOLLOWING LABEL AFFIXED:

   THIS EQUIPMENT IS SUBJECT TO A SPECIFIC LIMITED WARRANTY. FACTORY AUTHORIZATION IS REQUIRED BEFORE ATTEMPTING ANY IN WARRANTY REPAIR. ALL DEFECTIVE PARTS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE FACTORY FOR ANY CLAIM TO BE CONSIDERED. VISIT WWW.PERFECTEMP.COM OR CALL 800-220-3621 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

   PLEASE BE AWARE THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT STANDARD ITEMS, AND ARE OPTIONS THE BUYER MAY NOT HAVE PURCHASED WITH THIS FIXTURE:

   THERMOSTATS AND/OR TEMPERATURE SENSORS
   HAND VALVES AND BALL VALVES
   HEAT EXCHANGERS
   TERMINAL BLOCKS
   LED LIGHTING
   ECM FAN MOTORS

2. INSTALLERS/ CONTRACTORS IGNORING THE ABOVE PROCEDURE WHO SUBSEQUENTLY PERFORM UNAUTHORIZED REPAIRS AND SUBMIT INVOICES FOR PAYMENT, WILL NOT BE PAID.

3. DAMAGES TO EQUIPMENT THAT OCCUR DURING THE UNLOADING PROCESS ARE NOT COVERED BY PERFECTEMP WARRANTY. A DAMAGE CLAIM MUST BE FILED BY THE UNLOADING PARTY WITH THE FREIGHT CARRIER. PHOTOS ARE REQUIRED TO DOCUMENT THE CLAIM.

4. DAMAGES TO EQUIPMENT THAT OCCUR DURING INSTALLATION ARE NOT COVERED BY PERFECTEMP WARRANTY. EXAMPLE AND NOT LIMITED TO: BROKEN DRAINS, DAMAGED ENDS, DAMAGED SKINS, BROKEN GLASS ETC. PHOTOS ARE REQUIRED TO DOCUMENT CLAIM

5. DEFECTIVE PARTS (Ex. Expansion valves, fan motors, etc.) MUST BE RETURNED TO PERFECTEMP FOR SETTLEMENT OF CLAIM OR RETURN WAIVER ISSUED BY PERFECTEMP.

6. WARRANTY CLAIMS FOR DEFECTIVE RACK CONTROLLER AND EVAPORATOR PARTS MUST BE HANDLED THROUGH ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

7. PERFECTEMP RESERVES THE RIGHT TO APPOINT OUTSIDE CONTRACTOR TO SERVICE WARRANTY CLAIMS.